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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method that determines endogenous

individual weights for social optimization problems, which maximize the weighted sum

of individual utilities subject to certain constraints. We �rst provide three axioms which

uniquely determine, for any welfare function, the contribution of a bundle of goods to that

welfare function. We then de�ne weights to be value preserving (VP) if the contribution

of an individual�s initial endowments to the social welfare function is proportional to

the contribution of the �nal consumption allocation to that individual�s welfare function.

We show that VP weights coincide with Negishi weights and the corresponding VP

allocations coincide with Walrasian allocations in Arrow-Debreu economies. In contrast

to Negishi weights, VP weights can also be used in economies with frictions. In the

context of standard optimal taxation problems, we compare the optimal tax scheme

under VP weights with the one under exogenously assumed equal weights. By muting

the redistribution motive inherent in the equal weights assumption, VP weights can

highlight the aspects that derive from taxation motives other than redistribution and

can lead to very di¤erent implications regarding the optimal taxes. We also show how

to extend our general methodology for computing social welfare weights under other

normative principles of justice.
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1. Introduction

A typical social optimization problem maximizes the weighted sum of individual utilities

over feasible allocations that satisfy certain constraints. Such problems are often used to

understand the properties of constrained e¢ cient allocations and to characterize optimal

government policy. The purpose of this paper is to provide a method that can be used to

determine endogenously the set of individual weights for any social optimization problem.

When the fundamental welfare theorems hold, Negishi (1960) provides a method which

endogenously determines welfare weights by requiring that the resulting allocations coincide

with the Walrasian allocations. Although the Negishi method was not developed with a

view to achieving justice, some authors have argued that market allocations are indeed

just.1 Mankiw�s (2010) Just Deserts Theory is a recent example. An alternative view on

achieving fair allocations that has been commonly used in modern macroeconomics calls

for choosing equal weights (EW) for every agent, which is often justi�ed on the grounds of

justice behind the veil of ignorance. However, the literature has pointed out several �aws with

utilitarism, as well as empirical evidence against EW in the data2. In this paper, we suggest

an alternative to the EW approach that is closer to the Negishi approach but that can be

applied to environments where the fundamental welfare theorems do not hold. Speci�cally,

the paper de�nes value preserving (VP) welfare weights to be weights which ensure that

the value of an individual�s contribution to social welfare is in proportion to the value the

individual receives in the �nal allocation of the social optimization problem.

To de�ne the VP principle, we �rst characterize axiomatically a mechanism that allows

us to compute the per unit contribution of a good to a welfare function. The mechanism we

propose is uniquely characterized by a set of three axioms. Given a bundle of commodities,

the �rst axiom (rescaling) requires that the per unit contribution of a commodity should be

independent of the units of measurement. The second axiom (separability) asserts that if the

welfare function can be decomposed into the sum of di¤erent welfare functions, each of which

is generated by di¤erent and disjoint sets of commodities, then the per unit contribution of a

commodity depends only on the corresponding welfare function. The third axiom (continuity)

requires that the mechanism is continuous in a neighborhood of both the welfare function and

the initial bundle. It is shown that the unique mechanism that satis�es these three axioms

equates the per unit contribution of a commodity to the marginal welfare with respect to

that commodity.

We use this mechanism in de�ning the contribution of a bundle of goods to a welfare

function as the inner product of the per unit contributions and the bundle. In turn, this

provides a way to measure, for any set of individual welfare weights, the contribution of an

individual�s initial endowment of goods to social welfare (social value) and the contribution

1There is a wide range of views on what constitutes a fair approach. For earlier references see Rawls

(1971), Noszick (1974) and Aumann (1975). Saez and Stantcheva (2014), Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2014)

and Weinzierl (2015) provide authoritative reviews of both classic and recent contributions to that literature.
2For example, Weinzierl (2014) provides survey evidence indicating that only a minority of individuals

consider the EW approach and its implications for taxation as fair. Moreover, Chang et al (2017) uncover

the Pareto weights that justify current income tax systems as optimal in di¤erent OECD countries and show

that these deviate considerably from EW.
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of the individual�s �nal allocation of goods to his individual welfare (individual value). The

VP weights are the ones that equate the ratio of social to private (STP) contributions across

agents.

Our second contribution lies in the characterization of the VP weights and allocations.

We show that VP weights coincide with Negishi weights, and the corresponding VP alloca-

tions coincide with Walrasian allocations, for economies in which the welfare theorems hold.

Intuitively, the reason is that, in such environments, the gradient of the welfare function

at the initial bundle is a competitive equilibrium price vector. Hence, the social value of

an individual�s endowments coincides with the market value of his initial endowments and,

by the budget constraint, also equals the value of his �nal allocation. This result provides

some support for Mankiw�s argument regarding the justice of market allocations. The re-

sult, however, is only true in a frictionless environment and will not, in general, hold in the

presence of frictions. Nevertheless, VP weights and allocations can still be computed for

economies in which the equilibrium is not Pareto optimal and they can therefore be seen as

a natural extension of the Negishi method to these types of economies. A nice property of

the VP approach is that the resulting allocations are invariant under positive a¢ ne transfor-

mations of one (or more) individual utilities, in contrast with the EW approach, which has

the undesirable property that a rescaling of utilities changes the prescribed allocation.

The VP approach and the EW approach make implicit assumptions regarding the social

preference for equality and redistribution that stand, in some sense, at opposite extremes3.

We �rst illustrate this by characterizing theoretically optimal tax policy in a benchmark �rst

best scenario where the government uses lump sum taxes. In this case, a VP government

raises revenues from each individual in proportion to the present (market) value of their initial

endowments, implying no redistribution of income, whereas a government with EW prescribes

taxes that implement perfect equalization of income and consumption across individuals.

When we depart from a �rst best environment, however, the di¤erent distributional motives

have to be weighted againts other concerns, such as e¢ ciency, insurance provision etc and the

VP approach can provide a method to abstract from the redistribution e¤ect. We illustrate

this through two di¤erent examples that have been commonly used in the literature on

optimal taxation.

First, we �rst study a two period example with wealth inequality, a �at distortionay tax

on capital income and a �at tax on labor income that is not distortionary. With no initial

inequality, both the VP and the EW weights prescribe no taxes on capital and positive taxes

on labor to �nane government spending. When inequality increases, however, EW taxes

become higher for capital even with moderate levels of inequality purely for redistribution

reasons and despite the distortions introduced, while VP taxes try to approach the ones that

do not redistribute income at all, prescribing capital taxes that never become higher than

labor taxes even with extreme levels of inequality. Introducing uninsured idiosyncratic labor

income risk does not change the VP tax prescription, since the insurance motive for taxation

also calls for high labor taxes to reduce the risky part of income. In sum, the di¤erent

3Throughout the paper, we use the term redistribution to refer to ex-ante redistribution and distinguish

this from insurance which can be thought of as redistribution after the resolution of uncertainty.
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distributional concerns of EW and VP weights generate an optimal tax reversal, illustrating

that VP weights could potentially lead to very di¤erent implications regarding optimal taxes.

Whereas higher labor taxes under VP weights imply redistribution towards the rich in

the previous example, we show that this is not a general property of VP weights. To do

this, we then study a second example in which individuals also di¤er in their endowments

of skill, while governments can only use a linear tax rate on income to fund a transfer and

an exogenous level of government spending. In the absence of government spending, we can

establish some interesting implications analytically. First, with no taxes or transfers, the

ratios of social to private (STP) contributions, which a VP government will equalize across

agents through tax policy, depend positively on the level of e¤ort and ability, and negatively

on initial wealth (and on the capital to ability ratio of the individual). Everything else

equal, a VP government will not redistribute income as long as agents exert the same level of

e¤ort, but otherwise will redistribute towards the agent exerting a higher e¤ort. We consider

the fact that VP weights reward e¤ort a desirable property. Second, whereas a utilitarian

government always redistributes towards the poor (regardless of whether this is because of

low ability or low initial wealth), the type of redistribution of a VP government is not always

towards the wealth rich and in fact depends on the reason for why an agent is poor. In

particular, if inequality in initial wealth is bigger than inequality in income, as in the US

data, and preferences are such that all households exert the same level of e¤ort, the STP

contribution is higher for low wealth agents. A VP government will therefore redistribute

towards low wealth individuals, who typically have a lower VP welfare weight, also consistent

with US data. Whereas other e¤ects play a role with positive government spending, such

as how much agents contribute from a tax revenue perspective, an illustrative numerical

example that is calibrated to match the Gini of income and wealth in the US data delivers

similar implications.

Our paper is related to, and establishes a link between, several distinct strands of litera-

ture. It is motivated by the macroeconomic literature that uses EW in environments where

the welfare theorems do not hold.4 Instead, we obtain endogenous welfare weights using the

VP principle.5 We also use standard optimal taxation examples to show how VP weights

can be computed and to illustrate how the choice of weights could a¤ect the conclusions in

that literature.

In more recent contributions on optimal taxation, Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante

(2016), Weinzierl (2014), Saez and Stantcheva (2015) and Fleurbaey and Maniquet (2014)

have considered alternatives to the EW approach.6 Heathcote et al (2014) present an analyt-

4Aiyagari (1995), Domeij and Heathcote (2004), Abraham and Carceles-Poveda (2010) and Anagnos-

topoulos et al (2012) use this social objective for taxation problems. Davila et al (2012) use it to compare

the constrained e¢ cient allocations to the competitive equilibrium allocations in an economy with incomplete

markets.
5Endogenous and time varying Pareto weights are also computed in the literature on endogenous incomplete

markets arising from the presence of limited commitment (see for example Kehoe and Perri (2002). In that

literature, however, the set of initial Pareto weights are exogenously given and it is exactly those initial

weights that our approach aims to determine endogenously.
6 In an earlier contribution, Benabou (2002) uses a social welfare function that focuses on e¢ ciency and

abstracts from equity concerns to study taxation and education policy.
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ically tractable model with several frictions and they compare the EW implications to those

when using the Negishi weights from the corresponding �rst best economy to determine the

optimal tax progressivity in their environment with frictions. In contrast, our VP weights

take into account how the value of endowments change depending on the friction and in that

sense extend the Negishi approach to economies with frictions. Weinzierl (2014) shows that a

social welfare function which includes a utilitarian component but penalizes deviations from

equal sacri�ce can explain a number of features of US tax policy. In contrast we follow a

normative approach and we consider a di¤erent principle. Saez and Stantcheva (2015) pro-

pose a general non welfarist approach to optimal tax theory that can accommodate di¤erent

principles or redistribution preferences by applying marginal social welfare weights, inspired

by di¤erent fairness principles, directly to earning levels. Instead, Fleurbaey and Maniquet

(2014) show that one can incorporate di¤erent fairness principles into the standard social

welfare framework to do optimal taxation by treating utilities as normative indices that em-

bed these ethical principles. Our work is complementary to these two papers. We use a

welfarist approach but focus on a speci�c principle that takes a stand on social preferences

about redistribution. Moreover, we develop an axiomatic approach that provides a way to

measure the contribution and we also show that one could potentially use it to determine

social welfare weights that satisfy other social justice principles and show how to apply our

method to potentially dynamic economies with endogenous prices.

The VP principle is related to the literature on values of cooperative games, such as

Shapley (1969) and Aumann (1975), but our approach is di¤erent, since we measure the

value of an agent via the contribution of his initial endowments to welfare without the use

of any game theoretic notion. Finally, our axiomatic approach is related to the literature on

cost allocation as in Mirman and Tauman (1982) and Samet and Tauman (1982), but we

use a di¤erent set of axioms and a di¤erent functional space to accomodate social welfare

functions.7

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de�nes in general terms the social opti-

mization problem we are interested in and Section 3 de�nes and discusses the VP principle.

Section 4 presents the axiomatic approach to de�ne the contribution of a bundle of goods to

a welfare function and proves the main theorem. Section 5 provides a characterization of the

VP weights for an Arrow-Debreu economy. Section 6 discusses how to use our approach with

alternative principles. Section 7 provides an application of the theory to optimal taxation

examples and Section 8 summarizes and concludes.

2. The Economy

Consider an economy with L goods that are indexed by l 2 f1; :::; Lg, I agents indexed
by i 2 f1; 2; :::; Ig and J �rms that are indexed by j 2 f1; 2; :::; Jg.8 Let RL be the L-
dimensional Euclidean space, let RL+ be the nonnegative orthant of RL and let RL++ be the

7 Importantly, we replace the axiom of additivity, which can be justi�ed as an accounting convention in

the context of cost functions, but is harder to justify in the context of welfare functions. From a technical

perspective, we also provide a much simpler proof that does not rely on the Riesz representation theorem.
8 In order to reduce notation we also use L to denote the set of goods f1; :::; Lg. We follow a similar

convention for I and J throughout the paper.
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positive orthant of RL. We let wi =
�
wi1; :::w

i
L

�
2 RL+ be the vector of initial good allocations

(or endowments) of agent i 2 I and w =
�
w1; :::; wI

�
2 RLI+ be the vector of initial good

allocations. Similarly, xi =
�
xi1; :::; x

i
L

�
2 RL+ represents the vector of �nal allocations of

agent i and x =
�
x1; :::; xI

�
2 RLI+ is the vector of �nal allocations.

A �rm is identi�ed with a production plan zj 2 RL. Let z =
�
z1; :::; zJ

�
2 RLJ and let

�ij 2 R+ be the initial share of agent i in �rm j so that
PI
i=1 �

i
j = 1 for all j. Finally, let

ui
�
xi
�
be the utility function of agent i. It is assumed that each ui is continuous on RL+.

De�nition 1. Social Optimization Problem. A social optimization problem (SOP)

is one that maximizes the weighted sum of utilities under constraints, where the individual

weights are � = (�i)i2I , �i � 0 for all i and
PI
i=1 �i = 1. The resulting value function

F� (w) : RLI+ ! R is a social welfare function (SWF) provided that the maximum exists,

which is the case if utilities are continuous and the constraints de�ne a compact subset of

RLI+ � RLJ+ for every w 2 RLI+ . Formally,

F� (w) � max
x;z

IX
i=1

�iui
�
xi
�
s.t. (1)

xi 2 RL+, i = 1; :::; I

gs (x; z; w) � 0, s = 1; :::; S

where gs : RLI+ � RLJ+ � RLI+ ! R. The inequalities gs (x; z; w) � 0 are constraints on the

economy and the sets f(x; z; w) jgs (x; z; w) � 0 for all sg are compact. Examples of social
optimization problems will be provided in section 6.

3. Value Preserving (VP) Welfare Weights

Our objective is to determine welfare weights � or, equivalently, to choose one out of the

constrained Pareto optimal allocations. The approach we propose is inspired by Aumann

(1975) and Shapley (1969) who select weights so that each individual�s allocation is related

to their contribution to society. It di¤ers substantially from the aforementioned papers in

terms of how this contribution is measured and in terms of how the weights are chosen.

We measure the social value or social contribution of agents through their initial endow-

ments, i.e. through what they bring with them. Similarly, the value of a �nal allocation

of an individual is the contribution of the allocated bundle to their individual welfare. The

next section provides a mechanism that can be used to compute the contribution of a bundle

of goods to a welfare function, regardless of whether it is an individual utility function or a

social welfare function. In this section, we take such a mechanism as given and describe the

value preserving principle.

Denote ~wi =
�
0; :::; 0; wi; 0; ::; 0

�
2 RLI+ and notice that ~wi � w and

P
i ~w

i = w. Let

� = (�i)i2I and let C
�
F�; ~w

i; w
�
be the contribution of the bundle ~wi to the social welfare

function F� generated by the weights � and the vector of initial bundles w. Similarly, the

contribution of the bundle xi to individual i�s welfare function �iui generated by the bundle

xi is C
�
�iui; x

i; xi
�
. In this case, we can simplify notation and write C

�
�iui; x

i
�
.9 Given the

9We have assumed that the individual welfare function depends only on xi and not any xh, h 6= i. It
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private and social contributions, welfare is allocated so that the value of the �nal allocation

to an individual is proportional to the value of the individual�s initial endowment bundle to

society.

De�nition 2. Value Preserving (VP) Weights and Allocations. Consider a SOP
with weights � = (�i)i2I , let x� 2 RLI+ be a maximizer and F� (w) be the corresponding

maximized value. The weights � = (�i)i2I and the �nal bundle allocation x� are value

preserving i¤
C
�
F�; ~w

i; w
�

C
�
�iui; xi�

� = C
�
F�; ~w

h; w
�

C
�
�huh; x

h
�

� for all i; h 2 I (2)

The contribution of the initial allocation ~wi of agent i 2 I to social welfare is C
�
F�; ~w

i; w
�
.

Similarly, the contribution of the �nal bundle xi� to the private welfare function �iui is

C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
. Thus, under VP weights, the ratio of the social to the private contribution

is equalized across all individuals. To put it di¤erently, the private contribution of an in-

dividual is proportional to his social contribution, where the proportion is the same for all

individuals.

In the following section, we characterize the contribution mechanism by a set of three

axioms. Subsequently, we show that, for Arrow-Debreu complete market economies, VP

weights coincide with the Negishi weights and VP allocations coincide with competitive

equilibrium allocations. Thus, our principle can be thought of as weighing individuals ac-

cording to what they could obtain through voluntary trade. There is a range of views on

whether such a principle can be thought of as just.10 Recently, Mankiw (2010) has argued,

in the libertarian tradition, that this is indeed the case. Referring to a similar principle, Au-

mann (1975) suggests instead the term "reasonable compromise" as opposed to "equitable

solution". A very di¤erent perspective underlies the commonly used approach of assigning

equal weights to all individuals, which is often justi�ed using an argument based on the

original position �behind the veil of ignorance�.11 Our paper does not attempt to o¤er new

arguments in favor of libertarian principles. Heterogeneity in endowments and utilities is as-

sumed exogenously and any concept of justice would necessarily have to address the causes

of this initial heterogeneity. The VP principle could be deemed just if one believed that all

of the initial heterogeneity is deserved. Equal weights would be easier to justify if all hetero-

geneity were due to luck. We view these two assumptions regarding initial heterogeneity as

the two extremes of a spectrum. The equal weights approach has been extensively used in

macroeconomics. VP weights formalize an alternative extreme.
Mechanically, condition (2) provides equations that can be used to endogenously solve

for the weights �. Alternative principles, such as the equal sacri�ce principle or the Rawlsian

principle, which could be used instead of the VP principle to determine weights are discussed

in Section 6. We note here that the VP principle di¤ers from the principle of equal sacri�ce

used by Weinzierl (2014) and, earlier by Young (1988, 1990) in a fundamental way: private

and social values are de�ned for the same economy. In contrast, the equal sacri�ce principle

would be straightforward to de�ne ui on RLI+ , i.e. to allow for individual utilities that depend on the whole
distribution x. In that case, the contribution would be denoted C

�
�iui; ~x

i; x
�
.

10See the introduction and, speci�cally, footnote 1.
11See Harsanyi (1953, 1955).
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de�nes sacri�ce by comparing allocations to a benchmark economy that is di¤erent than

the economy in question. This introduces a certain level of arbitrariness in the choice of

how to de�ne the benchmark economy. For example, in tax applications this could be the

economy with frictions but without a government or it could be the frictionless economy. Our

approach avoids this di¢ cult choice because it does not rely on such a benchmark economy.

4. Axiomatic Approach

In this section, we introduce an axiomatic approach to characterize the per unit contribution

of a good to a welfare function. Let m be the number of goods and let w = (w1; :::; wm) 2 Rm+
denote a bundle of these goods.12 Let Fm be the set of all functions F : Rm+ ! R[f�1;+1g
which are continuously di¤erentiable (cd) on Rm+n f0g.

De�nition 3. Per unit Contribution Mechanism. A per unit contribution mecha-
nism for commodity j, 1 � j � m, is a function bCj (�; �) which associates with every integer
m � 1, and every (F;w), F 2 Fm, w 2 Rm+n f0g an element bCj (F;w) 2 R.

The function bCj (F;w) measures the per unit contribution of the jth commodity to the
welfare function F when the overall bundle of goods is w. Next, we present three axioms

that uniquely determine the per unit contribution of a good.

Axiom 1: Rescaling. Let F 2 Fm and G 2 Fm. Suppose that

F (x) = qG (r1x1; ::; rmxm) + c

where q 6= 0 and c are real numbers and r 2 Rm++. Then for every j, 1 � j � m and all

w 2 Rm+n f0g bCj (F;w) = qrj bCj (G; r1w1; ::; rmwm) :
This axiom requires that the per unit contribution is independent of the units of measure-

ment of the goods. Consider an economy where the only good is apples (m = 1), let x denote

apple allocations in kilograms and let F (x) be the welfare function. Let G(x) represent the

same welfare as F but with the argument x measured in grams. In this example r = 1000,

q = 1, c = 0 and F (x) = G (1000x). Then, bC (F;w) is the per kilogram contribution of w

kilograms of apples to the welfare F and bC (G; 1000w) is the per gram contribution of 1000w
grams (=w kilograms) of apples to the welfare G. The axiom requires that the per kilogram

contribution of w kilograms is the same as 1000 times the per gram contribution of 1000w

grams of apples bC (F;w) = 1000 bC (G; 1000w)
We also allow for the rescaling of the units of utils (which measure the level of welfare).

If we change every original util into q new utils, the contribution in terms of the new utils

should be q times that of the original utils. For example, consider an economy in which the

value of a welfare function G is measured in dollars. Let F represent the same welfare as

12This means the welfare function has m arguments. To relate to the notation of the previous section,

in the case of an individual welfare function, or in the case where the social welfare function depends only

on aggregate endowments, m = L. When the social welfare function depends on the whole distribution of

endowments, then m = LI.
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G except that F is measured in cents, namely F (x) = 100G (x). In this case, the axiom

requires that bCj (F;w) = 100 bCj (G;w) for 1 � j � m.
Axiom 2 (Separability). Let w 2 Rm+n f0g and let (Ar)

k
r=1 be a partition of f1; :::;mg

with cardinality jArj = mr and
Pk
r=1mr = m. Let F 2 Fm and F r 2 Fmr , 1 � r � k.

Suppose that for all x 2 Rm+

F (x) = F 1
�
x1
�
+ :::+ F k

�
xk
�

where xr denotes the projection of x on the coordinates of Ar. Then for every 1 � r � k

and j 2 Ar. bCj (F;w) = bCj (F r; wr)
This axiom refers to the special case where the set of goods can be separated into groups

that are independent from each other, in the sense that the e¤ect of one group on the welfare

function is independent from the e¤ect of other groups. In a typical economic optimization

problem, this happens when all utilities and constraints are separable with respect to di¤erent

groups of goods. For example, consider the individual welfare function in a multi-period

endowment economy with perishable goods, no trade and utility that is additively separable

across time. Then each period�s bundle of endowments adds to individual welfare (the sum

over time of period utilities) only through that period�s utility function. The axiom requires

that, in this case, the per unit contribution of a good in a given period to the individual�s

welfare equals the per unit contribution of that good to that period�s utility.

Let X � Rm be a compact set and let kFk1X represent the C1 (X)-norm of F , de�ned by

kFk1X = max
x2X

24jF (x)j+ mX
j=1

���� @F@xj (x)
����
35

De�nition 4. Let F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g. We say that bCj (F;w) is continuous at
(F;w) if for every � > 0 there exists � > 0 and � > 0 such that for all ew, wj � ewj � wj + �,
1 � j � m, and for all G 2 Fm

kF �Gk1X(w;�) < � !
��� bCj (F;w)� bCj (G; ew)��� < �

where X (w; �) is the box de�ned by X (w; �) = �mj=1 [wj ; wj + �]
13:

Axiom 3: (Continuity). bCj (�; �) is continuous at (F;w) for all F 2 Fm and w 2
Rm+n f0g.

Theorem 1 asserts that there is a unique per unit contribution mechanism that satis�es

the above three axioms up to a scalar multiplication.

Theorem 1. A per unit contribution mechanism bCj (�; �) satis�es Axioms 1-3 for 1 � j �
m i¤ there exists � 2 R++ such that for all m � 1, 1 � j � m, F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g

bCj (F;w) = � @F
@wj

(w) (3)

13Since some of the coordinates of w may be zero, we only consider the right neighbourhood of w.
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The (positive) constant � is universal, namely, it is the same constant for all pairs (F;w).

If I : R! R is the identity function (I (x) � x) then � = bC1 (I; 1). By Theorem 1, bC (F;w) =
�rF (w), where bC (F;w) = � bC1 (F;w) ; :::; bCm (F;w)�

The theorem asserts that the per contribution of a good de�ned by (3) satis�es the three

axioms and vice versa, any contribution mechanism that satis�es the three axioms must be

given by (3). The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix A.

Even though the setup of the theorem makes no reference to markets, an interpretation

that we �nd useful in what follows is to think of the gradient rF (w) of the welfare function
as a vector of (shadow) prices.

Finally, we de�ne the overall contribution of a bundle of goods as follows.

De�nition 5. Contribution Mechanism. De�ne the set D as follows:

D =
��
F;w0; w

�
jF 2 Fm for some m, w 2 Rm+n f0g , 0 � w0 � w

	
A contribution mechanism is a function C (�; �; �) which associates with every (F; ew;w) 2

D an element C (F;w0; w) 2 R, where

C
�
F;w0; w

�
=

mX
j=1j

w0j bCj (F;w) (4)

Note that the contribution mechanism C (F;w0; w) represents the overall contribution of

the bundle ew � w to any welfare function F 2 Fm when the initial bundle is w 2 Rm+n f0g.
5. Value Preserving Weights for Arrow-Debreu Economies

When the fundamental welfare theorems hold, the Negishi approach yields welfare weights

such that a Pareto optimal allocation chosen by maximizing a weighted sum of individual

welfare functions (utilities) coincides with the Walrasian allocation. We show in this section

that, in such environments, our approach also yields the Walrasian allocation. Thus, VP

weights coincide with Negishi weights and VP allocations coincide with Walrasian alloca-

tions in Arrow-Debreu complete market economies. We prove this result for economies with

homothetic technologies. The result can be extended to the general case of non-homothetic

technologies with a straightforward modi�cation of the VP concept which we discuss at the

end of the section.

5.1. Competitive Equilibrium. Each �rm j has a convex production set Zj � RL.
A production plan zj belongs to the production set Zj i¤ fj

�
zj
�
� 0, where fj

�
zj
�
sum-

marizes the technological constraints. We assume that fj : RL ! R is twice continuously
di¤erentiable, fj (0) � 0 and 5fj

�
zj
�
>> 0 for all j 2 J . Each �rm j maximizes pro�ts and

solves:

max
zj
pzj s.t. fj

�
zj
�
� 0

where p 2 RL+ is the vector of commodity prices. Since fj is continuous, fj
�
zj
�
= 0 for any

maximizer zj .
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Each household is initially endowed with wi 2 RL+ units of the goods and �ij � 0 shares
of each �rm j, with

PI
i=1 �

i
j = 1 for all j 2 J . Each household�s utility is represented by

a twice continuously di¤erentiable, strictly increasing and concave function ui : RL+ ! R.
Household i takes p, wi as well as �ij , z

j for all j 2 J as given and solves:

max
xi

ui
�
xi
�
s.t. pxi = pwi +

JX
j=1

�ijpz
j

Assuming an interior solution, the �rst order conditions for i = 1; :::; I with respect to xil,

l = 1; :::L imply:
@ui

�
xi
�

@xil
= pl�i (5)

where �i is the Lagrange multiplier on the individual budget constraint. Let E be the set of

all economies described above. For each e 2 E, we describe next the family of corresponding
social optimization problems.

5.2. Social Optimization Problem. The corresponding social optimization problem

with welfare weights � = (�i)
I
i=1 is given by:

F� (w) = max
x;z

IX
i=1

�iui
�
xi
�
s.t.

IX
i=1

xi =
IX
i=1

wi +
JX
j=1

zj

fj
�
zj
�
� 0 for j = 1; :::; J

Denote the maximizing production plan by z� (w) =
�
z1� (w) ; :::; z

J
� (w)

�
and the maximiz-

ing consumption allocation by x� (w) =
�
x1� (w) ; :::; x

I
� (w)

�
.14 Assuming again an interior

solution, if �l denotes the Lagrange multiplier on the resource constraint for good l, it must

be that
@ui

�
xi� (w)

�
@xil

=
�l
�i

(6)

5.3. Equivalence of VP and Negishi weights. Consider �rst constant returns to scale

technologies so that �rms make zero pro�ts. That is, assume that z 2 Zj implies qz 2 Zj for
all q 2 R+. Proposition 1 states the result for such homothetic technologies.

Proposition 1. Consider an economy e 2 E and suppose that technologies are homo-

thetic. Let �I =
n
� 2 RI+j

PI
i=1 �i = 1

o
. Then, � 2 �I is a value preserving weight i¤ it is

a Negishi weight for the initial endowments w =
�
w1; :::; wI

�
2 RLI+ n f0g of the economy.

The proof is provided in Appendix A. It is straightforward to extend this result to general

technologies by extending the de�nition of the initial endowments. To ensure the equivalence

of VP and Negishi weights even for environments where �rms can have positive pro�ts,

14Note that both the value F� and the allocations x�, z� are written as functions of the whole distribution

of endowments w in order to conform to the notation used in previous sections. Clearly, in this case, these

can be written as functions of the aggregate endowment only.
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one needs to include in the contribution of an individual not only their initial bundle of

commodities wi but also their ownership of �rms. The way to do this is to consider the

equilibrium production plans of the �rms
�
zj (w)

�J
j=1
, multiplied by the shares of individual

i in each �rm
�
�ij
�
j2J as part of that individual�s initial endowments. To be precise, de�ne

the modi�ed initial endowment of individual i as

yi � wi +
JX
j=1

�ijz
j (w) ; i 2 I

and let ~yi =
�
0; :::; 0; yi; 0; ::; 0

�
2 RLI+ . Then measure the contribution of i to social wel-

fare F� (w) through these modi�ed initial endowments ~yi so that this contribution is now

C
�
F�; ~y

i; w
�
. The value preserving weights � = (�1; :::; �I) are now the solution to:

C
�
F�; ~y

i; w
�

C
�
�iui; xi� (w)

� = C
�
F�; ~y

h; w
�

C
�
�huh; x

h
� (w)

� for all i; h 2 I
With this modi�cation, replacing ~wi =

�
0; :::; 0; wi; 0; ::; 0

�
by ~yi it is easy to verify that

Proposition 1 holds true and the VP weights coincide with the Negishi weights for production

technologies that are convex, even if the technologies are not homothetic.

Proposition 1 implies that, in a �rst best environment a planner allocating goods to

individuals by maximizing a weighted sum of utilities with VP (or Negishi) weights chooses

a Walrasian allocation, i.e. individuals obtain an allocation that they can achieve through

voluntary trade. One can compare such an allocation to another Pareto optimal allocation

that arises from equal weights (EW) and can be justi�ed by appealing to a "behind the veil

of ignorance" argument. In the latter, the planner would equalize marginal utility of wealth

across consumers under standard assumptions (see Mas-Colell et al (1995)). Clearly, the two

methods are very di¤erent with regard to the desirability of redistribution and can lead to

very di¤erent allocations, as we will see in the next section.

Moving away from �rst best environments, it has been standard practice amongst macro-

economists to take the equal weights approach, partly because the Negishi approach is not

applicable. An important exception to this is Heathcote, Storesletten and Violante (2014)

who compute the Negishi weights for a �rst-best version of their model and apply the same

weights to their model which incorporates externalities, incomplete markets and distortionary

taxes.15 This would be equivalent to the VP approach if the value of a good in the economy

with frictions were the same as in the corresponding �rst best economy, i.e. equal to the

competitive price in the frictionless economy. The VP approach di¤ers because it incorpo-

rates the value of each good in the actual (distorted) economy, where the value is measured

using the marginal increase in social welfare arising from an increase in the available good

in question.

6. Alternative Principles

In this paper, we use a speci�c principle, the value-preserving principle, to determine endoge-

nously the welfare weights for social optimization problems. Our approach is closely related
15Other exceptions include Benabou (2002), Weinzierl (2014), Saez and Stantcheva (2015) and Fleurbaey

and Maniquet (2014).
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to Mankiw�s (2010) "just deserts" theory, which calls for individuals receiving compensation

that is congruent with their contribution and for the contribution to be measured according

to marginal productivity theory. Mankiw (2010) argues that individuals would exercise the

right to leave society and live on their own if they felt their contributions were insu¢ ciently

rewarded. This ensures that, under standard assumptions, allocations will be in the core

and, for su¢ ciently large economies, they will be su¢ ciently close to a Walrasian competi-

tive equilibrium, in which the factors of production are paid their marginal products16. In

what follows, we take our contribution mechanism as given and discuss how it can be used

in the application of principles other than the VP principle. In particular, we look at two

popular alternatives to utilitarianism that have been discussed often in the literature, namely

the equal sacri�ce principle and the Rawlsian principle.

Consider �rst the equal sacri�ce principle. We have used it previously to determine social

welfare weights by de�ning the sacri�ce as the di¤erence in utility with respect to the no tax

allocation. To see how this principle could be used to determine social welfare weights using

something that is more consistent with our approach, we again assume that the starting

point from which the sacri�ce is calculated is the �rst best (no tax) allocation.17 The equal

sacri�ce condition can then be stated as follows:

C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
C
�
�Ni ui; x

i
N

� = C
�
�huh; x

h
�

�
C
�
�Nh uh; x

h
N

� for all i; h 2 I (7)

where �N =
�
�Ni
�
i2I are the Negishi weights corresponding to the �rst best allocation, which

we denote by xN 2 RLI+ , and x� 2 RLI+ is the �nal bundle in the allocation with taxes for

a given a set of weights � = (�i)i2I . Condition (7) states that the ratio of the private

value of the tax allocation relative to the private value of the �rst best allocation has to

equalize across agents under the equal sacri�ce weights. Here, it is important to note that

this formulation uses our contribution mechanism to compute the private value to the agent

of di¤erent allocations and the resulting allocations are invariant under non-uniform a¢ ne

transformations of utilities. In contrast, this desirable property will not be satis�ed if one

uses instead the ratio of weighted utility levels �iui in the tax and �rst best allocations to

compute the welfare weights, as is common in the literature.

Our contribution mechanism can also be used to determine social welfare weights that

would correspond to a Rawlsian principle. These weights would be determined by:

max
�
min
i

�
C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�	
(8)

where xi� is the allocation with taxes for a given set of weights � = (�i)i2I and C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
is the private value to the agent of this allocation. Essentially the Rawlsian weights would

maximize the private value to the individual with the lowest payo¤. As with the previous

16 In Section 1 of the computational appendix, we also provide a discussion of altenative contribution

mechanisms that have been used in the cost allocation literature and do not relate directly to marginal

product accounting.
17Note that, although common in the literature, this choice is arbitrary and is made for illustrative purposes.

One of the bene�ts of our VP principle relative to the equal sacri�cie principle is that it naturally avoids

having to make this choice of a reference economy altogether.
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mechanism, the allocations resulting from this problem are invariant under non-uniform

a¢ ne transformations of utilities. However, if we use the weighted utility levels �iui instead

of the contribution to welfare C
�
�iui; x

i
�

�
; this property will fail, since the allocations will

not be invariant under transformations that add di¤erent constants to di¤erent utilities.

7. Applications to Optimal Taxation

In this section, we discuss di¤erent examples in which the government chooses optimal taxes

to maximize a social welfare function based on individual utilities. Although the models are

stylized, they are rich enough to allow the analysis of optimal tax policy as an instrument

for revenue-raising, distributional concerns and potential insurance provision while under the

restrictions imposed by the loss of e¢ ciency from distortionary taxation. First, characterize

the optimal VP lump sum taxes in a �rst best environment. Second, we discuss several

settings that depart from the �rst best. In the �rst set of examples, individuals di¤er in their

initial level of wealth and are potentially subject to idiosyncratic labor income shocks18. In

the second set of examples, individuals potentially di¤er in their preferences, wealth and skill

endowments, none of which are tradable19.

7.1. A Theoretical Result with Lump Sum Taxation. In this section, we consider

an Arrow Debreu economy with lump sum taxation. We let G 2 RL+ be the total lump sum
revenue needed to be collected by the government. Let b� 2 RLI denote a tax policy, whereb� il is the lump sum tax (or transfer) of good l for agent i. We �rst de�ne the competitive

equilibrium given a feasible tax policy b� 2 RLI such that Pi2I b� i = G.
De�nition 3. Given G, a competitive equilibrium with respect to a lump sum tax policyb� is a tuple (bx; bz;b� ; bp), where bxi 2 RL+, bzj 2 RL, b� i 2 RL, bp 2 RL+, i 2 I, j 2 J such that:

X
i2I

bxi =
X
i2I
wi �G+

JX
j=1

bzj (9)

fj
�bzj� � 0, for all j 2 J (10)X
i2I
b� i = G (11)

bzj maximizes bpzj over �zj jfj �zj� � 0	 ; j 2 J (12)

bxi maximizes ui �xi� over
8<:xi 2 RL+jbpxi � bp

0@wi � b� i +X
j2J

�ji bzj
1A9=; , i 2 I (13)

We refer to bp as a competitive price with respect to b� .
For the study of the optimal taxation problem, we consider all feasible lump sum tax poli-

cies and their corresponding competitive equilibria. Namely, the planner faces the following

set of constraints bL (G) on allocations:
bL (G) = �(bx; bz) jthere exist b� 2 RIL and bp 2 RL+ s.t. (bx; bz;b� ; bp) satis�es (9)-(13)	

18This environment have been used extensively in the macroeconomic literature following Bewley (1977,

1983) and Aiyagari (1994).
19This type of setting has been studied in the optimal taxation literature following Mirrless (1971).
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The social welfare function of the Ramsey taxation problem can then be de�ned as20

bF� (w) = max
x;z

X
i2I
�iui

�
xi
�
s.t. (x; z) 2 bL (G) (14)

A weight � is a VP weight with respect to bF� (w) i¤
5 bF� (w) ~wi
5 bF� (w) ~wh = �i 5 ui

�bxi�� bxi�
�h 5 uh

�bxh�� bxh� ; i; h 2 I
where bx� is a maximizer of (14).

As in Proposition 1, we maintain the assumptions of smooth and concave utilities, smooth

and convex technologies as well as technologies that are homothetic.21

Proposition 2. LetW �G >> 0 whereW =
P
i2I w

i. A lump sum tax policy b� is a VP
tax and � 2 �I is the corresponding VP weight i¤ bpb� i = bpwibpW bpG, where bp is the competitive
price with respect to b� .

The proof of Proposition 2 appears in Appendix A. The proposition shows that VP taxes

require each agent�s overall tax liability to be proportional to that agent�s share of initial

wealth bpwi. It is easy to verify that
p̂wi

p̂wh
=
p̂
�
wi � �̂ i

�
p̂
�
wh � �̂h

� = p̂xi

p̂xh
; i; h 2 I

which means that the before-tax and after-tax distributions of wealth (and, hence, expendi-

ture) are the same. Hence, the VP government will not do any redistribution of income. In

the special case where the government does not need to raise revenue (bpG = 0), bpb� i = 0 for
all i is a VP tax.22 In what follows, we apply pur methodology to examples that move away

from a �rst best environment23.

7.2. Capital versus Labor Income Taxation. We consider an economy with two

periods t = 1; 2, a continuum of identical �rms and three traded goods in each period: a

�nal (consumption) good, capital services and labor. In each period t, a representative �rm

rents capital Kt and labor Nt at competitive prices Rt and !t and uses them as inputs to

produce a consumption good Yt using a constant returns to scale technology

Yt = K
�
tN

1��
t , t = 1; 2 (15)

where 0 < � < 1.

The economy is populated by a continuum of households represented by the interval [0; 1].

Households are of two types which are indexed by i = 1; 2. A proportion pi of households,

20This formulation is known as the primal approach to the Ramsey taxation problem, where the government

chooses allocations subject to implementability constraints.
21We can dispense with homotheticity by modifying the initial bundle as is done right after Proposition 1.
22Note that the VP tax b� is not uniquely determined in this case unless the tax is only on one good. Every

� such that bpb� i = bp� i for all i 2 I is a VP tax as well.
23 In Section 2 of the computational appendix accompanying the paper, we provide a fully analytical example

of the model in the next section with lump sum taxation.
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with p1 + p2 = 1, is initially endowed with ki1 units of capital. This is the only source

of heterogeneity across the two types. Households are also endowed with Tit = T units of

time in each period which are allocated to labor, which is assumed to be inelastic24. In each

period, households decide on the supply of labor nit and capital services kit+1 to that period�s

�rm and on their demand for �nal goods. The �nal goods in period 1 can be consumed ci1
or transformed one-to-one to capital ki2 for period two production. In period 2, the �nal

goods bought are consumed ci2.

For simplicity, we assume that the government only needs to raise revenue in the second

period to �nance an exogenously given level of spending G2.25 The government uses �at

rate taxes �k and �n on capital and labor income respectively, implying that the government

budget constraint is given by G2 = �kR2K2 + �n!2N2. Household i solves:

max
fci1;ci2;ki1;ni1;ni2g

U (ci1; ci2) s.t.

ci1 + ki2 = R1ki1 + !1ni1

ci2 = R2ki2 (1� �k) + !2ni2 (1� �n) (16)

0 � nit � Tit t = 1; 2 and cit � 0, t = 1; 2

Note that, in this example, labor taxes are not distortionary. Therefore, the e¢ cient tax

scheme, in the sense of maximizing aggregate production Y2, is to tax only labor income.

However, the choice of welfare weights will determine societal preference for equality and

this can con�ict with a pure e¢ ciency objective. Let � = (�k; �n) and denote the vector

of endowments in the economy by w = (T11; T12; T21; T22; k11; k21). Given a set of welfare

weights � = f�igi=1;2, with �i � 0 with
P
i pi�i = 1 and the CE allocations c�it (� ; w), the

government solves:26

V� (w) = max
�k

2X
i=1

�ipiU (c
�
i1 (� ; w) ; c

�
i2 (� ; w)) (17)

s.t. G2 = �kR2K2 + �n!2N2

Let the consumption allocations that solve this problem be denoted by ci1, ci2. The VP

optimal taxes and social welfare weights are then determined by the optimality condition of

the government problem, the government budget constraint and the VP condition, which in

this example is given by:

@V�(w)
@k11

k11 +
@V�(w)
@T11

T11 +
@V�(w)
@T12

T12

�1p1 [Uc11c11 + �Uc12c12]
=

@V�(w)
@k21

k21 +
@V�(w)
@T21

T21 +
@V�(w)
@T22

T22

�2p2 [Uc21c21 + �Uc22c22]
(18)

In what follows, we compare the prescribed optimal tax schemes under VP and EW

weights. Our �rst result is stated below.

24We do not include the analysis of the endogenous labor supply case because it does not add new insights,

since the capital tax is still more distortionary than the labor tax. In the next section, we consider an example

with endogenous labor supply that also has ability and preference heterogeneity.
25The results in this section go through if we impose taxes in the two periods. The analysis of this case

can be provided by the authors upon request.
26Since G2 is given, the government just needs to determine �k and �n will be obtained as a residual.
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Proposition 3. If G2 = 0, then the VP taxes are �k = 0 and �n = 0.

Proposition 3, which is proven in Appendix A, asserts that zero taxes are VP in the

absence of government spending. To see why this is the case note that the VP condition in

(18) can be simpli�ed to:

�1p1Uc11

�
R1k11 + w1T11 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)RRA2

T12

�
+�1

�1p1uUc11

�
R1k11 + w1T21 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)R2

T22

� =

�2p2Uc21

�
R1k21 + w1T11 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)R2

T12

�
+�2

�2p2Uc21

�
R1k21 + w1T21 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)R2

T22

�
(19)

where the term �i represents the the indirect e¤ect on social welfare of a change in the

agent�s endowments through their e¤ect on the endogenous prices and tax revenues, and it

can be writen as:

�i = 
�Y2 [� (�k � �n) + �n]
pi [R1ki1 + w1Ti1]

R1K1 + w1N1
+ (20)

(� � 1) �
�
piki1
K1

� piTi1
N1

�X
j

�jucj1

��
�jkj1
K1

� �jTj1
N1

�
Y1 +

�
�jkj2
K2

� �jTj2
N2

(1� �n)
(1� �k)

�
K2

�

The left and right hand sides of (19) represent the social to private contribution (STP)

of type 1 and type 2 agents respectively. As we see, the social contribution of an individual

re�ects the direct e¤ect of a change in the endowments on social welfare, which happens to

be equal to their private contribution, plus the indirect e¤ect captured by �i. As shown in

the appendix, these price and tax e¤ects are equal to zero if taxes are zero, implying that the

left and right hand side of the VP condition equalizes at zero taxes and these are therefore

VP. Intuitively, the model with no taxes is essentially an Arrow Debreu economy, and the

VP government can therefore achieve the no redistribution outcome as long as it does not

need to raise revenue to �nance government spending.

With positive government spending, however, zero taxes are not a feasible solution to

the government problem and the tax and price e¤ects captured by �i are not equal to zero

any more. In particular, since the time endowments are the same across agents, we can see

from (20) that these e¤ects are bigger for the agent that has a bigger share of the initial

capital stock. At the same time, the private contribution is also higher for this agent, and

it is therefore not clear how the VP government will redistribute income and how close the

taxes will be from the ones that do not redistribute income at all. Since the solution for this

case is not analytical, we compute it numerically. To do this, we assume a standard time

separable constant relative risk aversion utility function U (ci1; ci2) =
c1��i1
1�� + �

c1��i2
1�� , with a

risk aversion of � = 2. For the other parameters, we set � = 0:9, � = 0:4, pi = 0:5 and

Tit = 1 for i = 1; 2. The initial capital is K1 is normalized to one, and we assume that

type 1 agents own a fraction �(= p1k11
K1

), while type 2 agents own a fraction 1 � � initially.
The results for di¤erent levels of � are displayed on the right panel of Figure 1 below. For

comparison, the left panel displays the results with G2 = 0.

Figure 1: Taxes with G2 = 0 (left) and G2 > 0 (right)
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Note that, when � = 0:5 there is no heterogeneity. As � is decreased towards zero, type 1

agents become progressively more wealth-poor relative to type 2 agents27. In the two panels,

we also display the EW taxes and the taxes that would achieve no redistribution (NR), in

the sense that they equalize the ratio of the present value of tax liabilities to the ratio of the

present value of endowments:

1
R2
(�kR2k12 + �nw2n12)

R1k11 + w1n11 +
w2
R2
n12

=
1
R2
(�kR2k22 + �nw2n22)

R1k21 + w1n21 +
w2
R2
n22

(21)

As discussed earlier, when G2 = 0, VP taxes coincide with the no redistribution zero

taxes for all levels of inequality. Equal weights, on the other hand, prescribe increasing tax

rates on capital income and subsidy rates on labor income as wealth inequality increases.

While this scheme redistributes from the higher wealth types to the lower wealth types,

it does not achieve full redistribution due to the presence of distortionary capital income

taxes that are not type dependent, which implies that the government has to trade-o¤ the

redistribution motive with e¢ ciency considerations.

Consider now the case with G2 > 0 shown on the right panel of the �gure. As discussed

earlier, the e¢ cient way to raise revenue is to taxing labor income and not capital income,

which is exactly the optimal tax scheme when agents are identical (� = 0:5) and for small

levels of inequality, regardless of the government regime (EW or VP). As inequality increases,

however, the stronger the incentive of a utilitarian government to tax capital and lower taxes

on labor income, purely for redistribution purposes. In contrast, VP tax rates move towards

the ones that do not redistribute income (NR), with an increase in capital taxes and a

decrease in labor taxes, as inequality increases. Moreover, they are always higher for labor

income regardless of the level of inequality, even for the most extreme case in which one of

the households is initially endowed with the entire capital stock28.

27We only plot the �gures for levels of inequality between 0 and 0.5, since the picture is symmetric for

inequality levels between 0.5 and 1.
28With taxes in the second period only, it is easy to show that the taxes that do not redistribute income are

constant across inequality levels and equal to each other. Moreover, if taxes are imposed in the two periods,

the NR taxes are also constant across inequality levels but they will be higher for labor. In either case, the

VP taxes still move towards their NR level as inequality increases.
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In sum, in this example, both the EW and VP governments have to tradeo¤distributional

versus e¢ ciency concerns. Whereas a government with EW tries to get as close as possible

to full redistribution as inequality increases, the VP government tries get as close as possible

to the no redistribution outcome, although it cannot achieve it fully due to the presence of

distortionary taxes. This opposite distributional concern leads to a tax reversal with respect

to the standard EW approach in this example, even for moderate levels of inequality. This

illustrates that it could potentially have very di¤erent implications regarding the level of

optimal income taxes.

Two additional remarks are worth noting. First, note that another motive for the use of

taxation can be provided by the lack of insurance markets in the presence of idiosyncratic

risk, since tax policy could play a role in providing such insurance. When we introduce

idiosyncratic risk in the second period as in Aiyagari (1994, 1995), however, the overall

predictions regarding taxes do not change. The reason is that, given the government�s

available instruments �n and �k, the way to provide insurance in this model is to shift the

burden of taxation to labor income (opposite to what redistribution would require), since

this reduces the risky part of income and increases the safe part. Given this, when markets

are incomplete, labor taxes are still higher than capital taxes with VP weights, while the

strong redistribution motive under EW dominates the insurance motive and still leads to

higher capital taxes when inequality increases in this case.29

Second, whereas the government redistributes towards the wealthy for all levels of in-

equality in this particular example, this is not a general property of VP weights. As we

will see in the next section, this can be reversed if the model exhibits di¤erent types of

heterogeneity.

7.3. Skill and Preference Heterogeneity. In the previous section, we have assumed

that agents only di¤er in their initial wealth ex ante and potentially in their risky income

shocks ex-post. In this section, we consider a di¤erent set of examples in the spirit of the

Mirleess (1971) literature with other potential sources of heterogeneity.

The economy is still populated by two type of agents whose proportion is denoted by pi.

As before, we assume that T1 = T2 = T but agents potentially di¤er in their preferences for

leisure, their wealth ki and their ability or skills !i, which the government also takes into

account when calculating the social contribution of an agent. An individual�s labor income is

given by !ili, where li is labor or e¤ort and an individual�s total income is equal to !ili+ ki.

The government tax policy consists of a tax rate � that is proportional to income and a lump

sum transfer R. Given the government�s policy (� ;R), individuals choose consumption ci
and leisure Ti � li to maximize:

max
ci;li

U i (ci; T � li) s.t. (22)

ci = !ili (1� �) + ki (1� �) +R

Denote the vector of endowments by w = (!1; !2; T1; T2; k1; k2) and denote the solution

29 In the interest of space, we do not provide the results with incomplete markets here, but they can be

provided by the authors upon request and are included in Section 3 of the computational appendix.
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to this problem as a function of the government�s tax policy and the individual endowments

by c�i and l
�
i . Given a set of welfare weights �, the Ramsey planner chooses the pair (� ;R)

to maximize:

V� (w) = max
�

X
i

�ipi
�
U i (c�i ; T � l�i )

�
(23)

G+R � � [p1 (!1l
�
1 + k1) + p2 (!2l

�
2 + k2)]

where G is an exogenously given level of government spending and V� (w) is the social welfare

function. Denote the solution to this Ramsey problem for a given set of welfare weights by �

and R and the corresponding allocations by ci and li. The government policy (� ;R) and the

social welfare weights are determined by the governmnet budget constraint, the �rst order

condition of the Ramsey problem and the VP condition, which in this model is given by

@V�(w)
@!1

!1 +
@V�(w)
@T1

T + @V�(w)
@k1

k1

�1p1
�
U1c c1 + U

1
T�l (T1 � l1)

� =

@V�(w)
@!2

!2 +
@V�(w)
@T2

T + @V�(w)
@k2

k2

�2p2
�
U2c c2 + U

2
T�l (T � l2)

� (24)

As shown in the computational appendix, the VP condition above can be simpli�ed to:

g1 (1� �)
h
l1 +

k1
!1
+ T

i
+�1

g1

h
R+

�
k1
!1
+ T

�
(1� �)

i =
g2 (1� �)

h
l2 +

k2
!2
+ T

i
+�2

g2

h
R+

�
k2
!2
+ T

�
(1� �)

i (25)

where the two sides represent the STP contributions of each agent respectively. Moreover,

gi =
�iU

i
ci


 represents the marginal social welfare weight (MSWW) of agent i de�ned in

Saez et al (2016), measuring the value that society puts on providing an additional dollar

of consumption to any given individual and 
 is the social marginal cost of government

revenues (or the multiplier of the government budget constraint in the Ramsey problem).

Finally� the terms �i, representing the indirect e¤ects of a change on the endowments of

agent i on his social contribution through changes in tax policy, are given by30:

�i =

�
@R

@!i
!i +

@R

@Ti
Ti +

@R

@ki
ki

�X
j

�jpjU
j
cj�

�
@�

@!i
!i +

@�

@Ti
Ti +

@�

@ki
ki

�X
j

�jpjU
j
cj (!jlj + kj)

Several observations can be established using the VP condition when government spend-

ing is equal to zero, G = 0. First, an important di¤erence with the example of the previous

section is that, even though the tax e¤ects �i are equal to zero if � = R = 0, this policy does

not guarantee the equalization of the social to private contributions across agents due to the

fact that the government takes into account ability when calculating the social contribution

of individuals31. As stated in the following proposition, this implies that the VP government

will redistribute income even in the absence of government spending and distortions unless

households are su¢ ciently similar, in the sense that they have the same capital to ability

ratios and work the same amount of hours.
30Note that there are no endogenous prices in this example and therefore no price e¤ects due to changes in

endowments.
31 In constrast, and consistent with the example in the previous section, if the government did not take

into account ability when calculating the social contribution, then the STP would equalize across agents with

� = R = 0 and there would not be any redistibution with VP weights in the absence of government spending.
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Proposition 3: Assume that G = 0 and that there exists a set of social welfare weights
� such that the solution to the Ramsey problem under those weights is � = R = 0. Then

this solution is value preserving (VP) i¤:

T + k1
!1
+ l1

T + k1
!1

=
T + k2

!2
+ l2

T + k2
!2

or
l1

T + k1
!1

=
l2

T + k2
!2

(26)

The proposition, which follows directly from the VP condition in (25) evaluated at � =

R = 0, illustrates when such a policy is VP. As re�ected in (26), the STP contributions

depend positively on e¤ort and ability and negatively on initial wealth (and the capital to

ability ratio). This has several important implications.

First, � = R = 0 is VP only if households have the same capital to ability ratios (and in

particular if they have the same capital and ability) and preferences are such that both agents

exert the same amount of e¤ort (or if labor supply is inelastically supplied)32. Intuitively, if

there is no heterogeneity or if heterogeneity can be eliminated through labor supply choices,

then the economy is de facto an Arrow Debreu setting in which the VP government can

achieve the no redistribution objective. Second, VP governments will redistribute income

across agents as long as there are di¤erences in either the capital to ability ratios or in labor

supply. Interestingly, redistribution with a VP government could be positive or negative

depending on the type of initial heterogeneity and on the resulting labor supply behavior,

as we illustrate below.

First, consider an economy in which agents have the same capital to ability ratios but

preferences are such that one of the agents works more. In this case, the agent working

harder will have a higher STP contribution with no taxes or transfers, and we shold expect

redistribution from the VP government towards that agent in order to equalize the STP

contributions. In contrast, a utilitarian government will redistribute towards the agent with

the lowest income, even if he works less. We consider the fact that VP weights reward e¤ort

a desirable property.

Second, assume that the level of initial wealth is the same, k1 = k2, but individuals of

type one have a higher ability, !1 > !2 so that k1
!1
< k2

!2
. If labor supply increases in ability

so that l1 � l2 (for example because the substitution e¤ect dominates or because higher

skilled individuals have a lower disutility of labor), the STP contribution will be higher for

the high ability agent and we should expect the VP government to redistribute towards high

ability (rich) individuals. In contrast, in the more realistic case in which !1 � !2, k1 > k2
and k1

!1
> k2

!2
, re�ecting the fact that inequality in initial wealth is bigger than inequality in

income, as in the US data. In this case, if preferences are such them households exert the

same level of e¤ort, then the STP contribution will be higher for the low wealth agent and

we should expect the VP government to redistribute towards low wealth (poor) agents, also

consistent with the data.33

32Note also that, in the absence of initial wealth, k1 = k2 = 0, the proposition also implies that � = R = 0

is VP as long as agents work the same number of hours, regardless of their level of ability.
33Even if the high wealth agent were to supply a higher e¤ort, he would have to work more than propor-

tionally to the di¤erences in capital to ability ratios to overturn this result.
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In sum, VP weights tend to reward e¤ort and they do not always redistribute towards the

wealth rich. Moreover, in constrast to EW, which typically redistribute towards the poor,

regardless of whether this is because of low wealth or low labor income, VP weights can do

di¤erent types of redistribution depending on the reason for why an agent is poor.

Positive Government Spending. With positive government spending, G > 0, � =

R = 0 is clearly not a solution to the government problem and less clear cut implications

can be established regarding the type of redistribution the VP government will do, but

we can still gain some intuition by comparing again the STP of the two agent types if no

redistribution is allowed, namely, if social preferences are such that the government wants to

set R = 0 so that � > 0 necessarily. As shown in the computational appendix, with R = 0,

the tax e¤ects simplify to:

�i = �

�
li +

ki
!i
+
@l�i
@!i

+
@l�i
@T
T +

@l�i
@ki

ki

�
(27)

and the STP contribution of an agent can be writen as:

SPTi =
gi

h
li +

ki
!i
+ T

i
+ �

(1��)

h
li +

ki
!i
+

@l�i
@!i

+
@l�i
@T T +

@l�i
@ki
ki

i
gi

�
ki
!i
+ T

� (28)

As re�ected by the previous expression, the STP contribution of an individual consists

of two additive terms. The �rst term, which we denote endowment term, is the same term

that we have with no government spending and it re�ects the direct e¤ect of an individual�s

endowments to his social contribution. The second term, which we denote tax revenue term,

re�ects the social contribution of agents through the indirect e¤ect of their endowments on

tax revenues.

As before, the endowment term depends positively on e¤ort and ability and negatively

on capital (and the capital to ability ratio). Whereas the tax revenue term also depends on

these two things, there are other factors that a¤ect it: the elasticity of the labor supply with

respect to a change in the endowments and the MGWW gi. Agents with a higher elasticity

to a change in the endowments and a lower MGWW will contribute more from a tax revenue

perspective. Given these additional e¤ects, the direction of redistribution is ambiguous, since

the endowment and tax revenue e¤ects could go in opposite directions.

In what follows, we present an illustrative numerical example that is calibrated to match

the US di¤erences in income and wealth inequality in which the endowment and tax revenue

e¤ects do not go in the same direction. For comparison, we also compute the solution with a

utilitarian government. As stated above, we choose the ability and initial capital di¤erences

of the two types to match the US before tax income Gini coe¢ cient of 0.499 and the US

wealth Gini of 0.852 respectively. The individual utility function is assumed to be:

U (ci; li) =

h
c�i (T � li)

1��
i1��

1� �
where T = 1, � = 0:3 so that labor supply is around 1/3 and � = 1. Moreover, G = 0:1,

which results in a government to income ratio of around 0:17 with VP weights. The numerical

results for this case are displayed in Table 2 below.
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Table 2: Allocations with G > 0, � = 1 and k1
!1
> k2

!2

(�1; �2) (� ;R) (g1; g2) (STP1; STP2) �Gw

R = 0 (4:9; 0:55) (0:13; 0) (0:51; 0:62) (1:31; 1:37) 0%

V P (4:80; 0:57) (0:17; 0:02) (0:51; 0:66) (1:34; 1:34) �4:2%
U (1:00; 1:00) (0:56; 0:12) (0:18; 1:68) (4:4; 0:98) �50%

The table displays the results for three cases. The �rst row corresponds to the case in

which we exogenously constrain R to be zero. The next two rows corresponds to the case

in which the government has VP and EW respectively. For each case, the table displays the

Ramsey government policy (� ;R), the MGWW gi = �iu
i
c (not adjusted by the government

multiplier 
), the STP contributions of the two agents and the decrease of the income Gini

in percentage terms, which is an indicator of the amount of redistribution the government

exerts.

First, the fact that taxes are distortionary prevents the government from equalizing the

MGWW, which are much lower for agent 1, who has both a higher ability and a higher

wealth. This tends to increase the tax revenue e¤ect and thus his STP contribution. At the

same time, the capital to ability ratio is much higher for agent 1 (and he also works less),

and this tends to decrease the endowment e¤ect and thus his STP. If we look at the results

with R = 0, we see that the tax endowment e¤ect dominates the tax revenue e¤ect, implying

that the STP contribution of the rich agent of type 1 is lower. The government with VP

weights will then equalize the STP contributions by redistributing away from him towards

the low ability, low wealth agent. As in the US data, we do observe redistribution towards

the poor but bigger welfare weights for the rich with a VP government, although the degree

of redistribution, as measured by the change in the Gini of income before and after taxes,

is considerably lower than in the data. Whereas the income Gini decreases by 23% in the

data, it decreases only by 4.2% in the model.

For comparison, the last two rows of the table re�ect that a utilitarian planner will also

redistribute towards the low ability, low wealth agent, who is considerably poorer. However,

the reason is that a utilitarian government would like to eliminate inequality due to di¤erences

in ability and wealth, whereas the VP government wants to equalize the social and private

contributions, which are not too far apart with R = 0. Hence the relatively modest amount

of redistribution with VP weights, compared to the much higher degree of redistribution

with EW. As re�ected by the table, the utilitarian government redistributes way too much

income compared to the data, with a 50% decrease in the income Gini. Interestingly, this

seems to suggest a compromise between utilitarian and libertarian governments in the data,

as suggested by Weinzierl (2014). In what follows, we also compute the allocations with the

equal sacri�ce principle that he proposes (ES), showing that the implications of both the ES

and the VP principles are indeed close.

Equal Sacri�ce. As discussed earlier, an alternative principle to utilitarianism that has

been used in the literature is the principle of equal sacri�ce (ES), which essentially equates

the "sacri�ce" from paying taxes across agent types. In this section, we compare the ES

solution to the one obtained with VP weights. Following Weinzierl (2014), we measure the
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sacri�ce using utility levels and we assume that the reference point is the allocation with no

government policy or government spending � = R = G = 0. If we denote the allocations with

no goverment policy by fc�i ; l�i gi=1;2, the equal sacri�ce principle can be stated as follows34:

u (c�1; T � l�1)� u (c1; T � l1) = u (c�2; T � l�2)� u (c2; T � l2) (29)

This implies that public policy will be set up so as to equalize the utility loss across

agents. In order to calculate the weights supporting ES, we can then use condition (29)

instead of the VP condition.

The �rst thing we observe is that no government policy trivially satis�es condition (29)

when G = 0. Therefore, we assume that G > 0 in what follows and analyze under what

conditions a government policy imposing � 2 [0; 1] and R = 0 satis�es equation (29). To do
this, we use the non separable utility in (??) and resort to numerical simulations. Before
that, however, we can establish a couple of analytical results. First, if R = 0, li = l�i and the

optimal consumption is given by ci = (1� �) (!ili + ki) = (1� �) (!il�i + ki) = (1� �) c�i .
So, condition (29) simpli�es to:

(!1l
�
1 + k1)

�(1��) = (!2l
�
1 + k2)

�(1��)

which is not true in general. In fact, if � 6= 1, the individual sacri�ce of an agent of a given
type is decreasing in !i for � > 1 but increasing for � < 1. Given this, we should expect

the government to choose R > 0 for � > 1 and R < 0 for � < 1. Table 3 below presents

the results for for � = 1:5, � = 1 and � = 0:5 and the same parameters as in the previous

example with VP weights.

Table 3: ES Allocations with G > 0 and k1
!1
> k2

!2

(�1; �2) (� ;R) (g1; g2) (STP1; STP2) �Gw

V P (4:80; 0:57) (0:17; 0:02) (0:51; 0:66) (1:34; 1:34) �4:2%
ES (� = 1:5) (6:95; 0:33) (0:16; 0:02) (0:64; 0:81) (1:33; 1:35) �3%
ES (� = 1:0) (6:08; 0:43) (0:13; 0:00) (0:58; 0:71) (1:31; 1:37) 0%

ES (� = 0:5) (5:11; 0:54) (0:11;�0:01) (0:51; 0:60) (1:29; 1:40) 3%

The �rst row displays the results with VP welfare weights, which are the same for all levels

of �, whereas the last 3 rows display the results with ES welfare weights for the three di¤erent

levels of �. Whereas both the VP and ES approaches are in the libertarian tradition and

have in common very moderate levels of redistribution, one important observation that we

have pointed out already before is that utility levels matter when they are used to compute

the sacri�ce. Consistent with this, we do observe positive redistribution if if � > 1 and

negative redistribution if � < 1. In contrast, a di¤erent version of equal sacri�ce that uses

our contribution mechanism rather than utility levels to calculate the sacri�ce, as discussed

in Section 6, would be inmune to this problem.

34The equal sacri�ce principle can also be stated in terms of ratios rather than di¤erences.
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8. Conclusion

This paper provides an axiomatic approach to determine the contribution of a bundle of

goods (the value of a bundle) to any welfare function, regardless of whether it is a social or

an individual welfare function. We then postulate a value preserving principle which consists

in equating across agents the ratio of the value of the initial bundle of goods to social welfare

to the value of the �nal bundle of goods to private welfare. This principle is used to choose

amongst di¤erent welfare weights or among di¤erent constrained e¢ cient allocations. We

show that these weights, which we refer to as value preserving weights, can be thought of

as an extension of the classic Negishi weights to non Arrow-Debreu economies. In several

examples of optimal taxation, we point out the usefulness of our approach in disentangling

redistribution motives for taxation from other considerations, such as e¢ ciency or insurance

and we illustrate di¤erent interesting implications that are in constrast to the ones that

would arise with a utilitarian government.

Our approach could be used in other interesting applications. The �rst is the study

of constrained e¢ cient allocations under incomplete markets. Using an equal-weights ap-

proach, Davila, Hong, Krusell and Rios-Rull (2012) investigate the constrained e¢ cient level

of aggregate capital under incomplete markets. In particular, they investigate whether the

equilibrium level of capital is too high or too low. For the most commonly used speci�cation

of risk, they �nd that the competitive equilibrium level of aggregate capital is too low. The

extent to which this �nding relies on the equal-weights assumption is not obvious. To put

it di¤erently, it remains unclear whether the constrained e¢ cient level of capital is higher

because this provides better insurance or more redistribution and the VP approach can shed

some light on this question. Another potential application is the endogenous determination

of the objective for the �rm when markets are incomplete and shareholders disagree. In such

a setting, one could aggregate the preferences of shareholders by maximizing a weighted

average of their utilities, using value preserving weights that equate across shareholders the

ratio of the contribution of the initial investment to the �rm value and the contribution of

the �nal allocation to private welfare. We leave these applications for further research.
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Appendix A: Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1.
It is straightforward to verify that the per unit contribution mechanism bCj (F;w) =

� @F@xj (w) for 1 � j � m de�ned for every F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g satis�es the three
axioms. The proof of the other direction is less obvious. Suppose that bCj (�; �) is a per unit
contribution mechanism that satis�es the three axioms.

We �rst prove the theorem for linear welfare functions of the form F (x) =
Pm
j=1 bjxj+c.

Namely, we have to show that bCj (F;w) = �bj , 1 � j � m for � = bC (I; 1), where I (x) = x
for all x 2 R. We �rst show that bC (I; 1) = bC (I; a) for all a 2 R++. Let F (x) = I (ax).

By the rescaling axiom for the units of the commodity, bC (F; 1) = a bC (I; a). On the other
hand, F = aI, hence bC (F; 1) = bC (aI; 1) = a bC (I; 1) (by the rescaling axiom). These implybC (I; a) = bC (I; 1). Next de�ne F j (xj) = bjxj + c. Then F =Pm

j=1 F
j (xj). By separability

and the rescaling of welfare units,

bCj (F;w) = bC �F j ; wj� = bC (bjI; wj) = bj bC (I; wj)
Suppose �rst that wj > 0. Then

bCj (F;w) = bj bC (I; 1) = bj�:
Next suppose that wj = 0. By the continuity axiom, for � > 0 there exists � > 0 su¢ -

ciently small s.t.
��� bC (I; 0)� bC (I; �)��� < �. But bC (I; �) = bC (I; 1) = �. Hence ��� bC (I; 0)� ���� <

�. Since this is true for any � > 0, bC (I; 0) = � and bCj (F;w) = bj�.
Next we prove the general case. Let F 2 Fm and w 2 Rm+n f0g. Since F is continuously

di¤erentiable on Rm+n f0g

F (x) = 5F (w)x+ F (w)� w5 F (w) + o (w � x) (30)

Let � > 0. By the continuity axiom there exists �1 > 0 and � > 0 s.t. for all G 2 Fm

with kF �Gk1X(w;�1) < � ��� bCj (F;w)� bCj (G;w)��� < �, 1 � j � m
Let G (x) = rF (w)x + c, where c = F (w) � wrF (w). For the above � there exists

�2 > 0 s.t. ko (w � x)k1X(w;�2) < �.
Let � = min (�1; �2). By (30) and by the de�nition of the C

1 norm

kF �Gk1X(w;�) � kF �Gk
1
X(w;�1)

< �

Therefore, ��� bCj (F;w)� bCj (G;w)��� < � (31)

By axiom 1, bCj (G;w) = bCj (rF (w)x;w)
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Since rF (w)x is linear bCj (G;w) = @F

@xj
(w)�

Substituting this into (31) ���� bCj (F;w)� @F

@xj
(w)�

���� < �
Since the last inequality holds for all � > 0, we conclude that bCj (F;w) = @F

@xj
(w)� and

the proof of the theorem is complete.�

Proof of Proposition 1. We start by showing that if � is a Negishi weight then it is

value preserving. Let � 2 �I be a Negishi weight. Using (5), (6) and applying the envelope
theorem it is straightforward to show (see for example Mas-Colell et al (1995)) that

5F� (w) =
p

K
= �irui

�
xi� (w)

�
where K �

PI
i=1

1
�i
is a constant.35 Multiplying by xi� (w) we obtain

�irui
�
xi� (w)

�
� xi� (w) = 5F� (w) � xi� (w) =

p

K
� xi� (w)

Since the budget constraint in the competitive equilibrium problem must hold,

p � xi� (w) = p �

0@wi + JX
j=1

�ijz
j
� (w)

1A
= p � wi

where the last equality follows from the fact that the fj are homogeneous of degree 1. We

have thus shown that

�irui
�
xi� (w)

�
� xi� (w) = 5F� (w) � wi

which by Theorem 1 implies

C
�
�iui; x

i
� (w)

�
= C

�
F�; ~w

i; w
�

and the Negishi weight � is value preserving.

We now prove the other direction, namely, we show that if � is a VP weight then it is a

Negishi weight for the initial endowments w. Let � 2 �I be a value preserving weight and
let (�x; �z) be the corresponding VP allocations so that

5F� (w) � wi = c�i 5 ui
�
�xi
�
� �xi (32)

for some c 2 R+. Since (�x; �z) is a Pareto optimal allocation, by the second welfare theorem
there exists some �p 2 RL+ such that for every i, �xi maximizes ui

�
xi
�
over

�
xij�p � xi � �p � �xi

	
35Note that, in this case, the value F� depends on the aggregate endowmentW = (W1; :::;WL) �

PI
i=1 w

i 2
RL++ only and not on the whole distribution w. The implication is that @F�

@wi
l

= @F�
@wh

l

= @F�
@Wl

for all i; h 2 I and

the notation 5F� (w) should be interpreted to mean
�
@F�
@W1

; :::; @F�
@WL

�
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and �zj maximizes �p � zj over fj
�
zj
�
= 0. Assuming an interior solution, there exists � > 0

such that for every i 2 I
��p = �i 5 ui

�
�xi
�
= 5F� (w)

By (32) �p � wi = c�p � �xi, i 2 I. Since �p � �zj = 0 and
P
i2I �x

i =
PI
i=1w

i +
P
j2J �z

j , we have

that c = 1. Hence, for all i 2 I
�p � �xi = �p � wi

and �xi maximizes ui
�
xi
�
over

�
xij�p � xi � �p � wi

	
, implying that � is a Negishi weight.�

Proof of Proposition 2: Let Zj =
�
zj jfj

�
zj
�
� 0

	
, B (G) =

n
� =

�
� i
�
i2I j�

i 2 RL+,
P
i2I �

i = G
o

and w =
�
w1; :::; wI

�
2 RLI+ . Let the set of feasible allocations with respect to W �G be

�L (G) =

8<:(x; z) j X
i2I
xi =W �G+

X
j2J

zj , fj
�
zj
�
� 0, j = 1; :::; J

9=;
and recall that the set of allocations implementable as a competitive equilibrium with lump

sum taxes is

bL (G) = �(bx; bz) jthere exist b� 2 RIL and bp 2 RL+ s.t. (bx; bz;b� ; bp) satis�es (9)-(13)	
For any � 2 �I , let

�F� (w) = max
(x;z)

X
i2I
�iui

�
xi
�
s.t. (x; z) 2 �L (G)

bF� (w) = max
(x;z)

X
i2I
�iui

�
xi
�
s.t. (x; z) 2 bL (G)

Lemma 6. (x; z) is a maximizer of bF� (w) i¤ it is a maximizer of �F� (w) and hence
�F� (w) = bF� (w).
Proof: Since bL (G) � �L (G) it follows that bF� (w) � �F� (w). To prove the converse

inequality, let (�x; �z) be a maximizer of �F� (w). Since (�x; �z) is a Pareto optimal allocation

with respect to the initial resources
P
i2I w

i�G, by the second welfare theorem, there exists
a supporting price �p 2 RL+ s.t. for every i 2 I, �xi maximizes ui

�
xi
�
over

�
xi 2 RL+j�pxi � �p�xi

	
and for every j 2 J , �zj maximizes �pzj over zj s.t. fj

�
zj
�
� 0. Now let

�� i = wi � �xi +
X
j2J

�ij�z
j , i 2 I

where �j 2 RI+ are the initial shares of agent i in �rm j so that
PI
i=1 �

i
j = 1 for all j. Then,

by (9), X
i2I

�� i =
X
i2I
wi �

X
i2I

�xi +
X
i2I

X
j2J

�ij�z
j = G

Also, since �p�zj = 0 for all j 2 J by the homotheticity of technologies, we know �p
P
j2J �z

j = 0

and therefore

�p�� i = �p
�
wi � �xi

�
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Hence, �xi maximizes ui
�
xi
�
over

�
xi 2 RI+j�pxi � �p

�
wi � �� i

�	
. Thus, (�x; �z; �� ; �p) satis�es

the �ve conditions (9)-(13) and (�x; �z) 2 �L (G). This implies that

�F� (w) =
X
i2I
�iui

�
�xi
�
� bF� (w)

Since �F� (w) � bF� (w) also holds, we have that �F� (w) = bF� (w) and (�x; �z) is also a
maximizer of bF� (w).�

Suppose next that � is a VP weight. Then,

5 bF� (w) ~wi
5 bF� (w) ~wh = �i 5 ui

�bxi�� bxi�
�h 5 uh

�bxh�� bxh� for all i; h 2 I (33)

where (bx�; bz�) is a maximizer of bF� (w) over bL (G). By Lemma 6, (bx�; bz�) is a maximizer
of �F� (w) and thus it is Pareto optimal with respect to

P
i2I w

i �G. By the second welfare
theorem, there exists a supporting price bp 2 RL+ s.t. (bx; bz; bp) is a competitive equilibrium
with transfers. Namely, bzj = argmax bpzj over zj 2 Zj for all j 2 J and bxi = argmaxui �xi�
over

�
xi 2 Rm+ jbpxi � bpbxi	 for all i 2 I. Hence, for some c;

cbp = �i 5 ui �bxi� for all i 2 I (34)

Following arguments similar to Proposition 1, prices equal the marginal value of the goods

(see once again Mas-Colell et al (1995))

@ �F�
@wil

(w) = cbpl (35)

By (33), (34) and (35), bpbxi�bpwi = � (36)

where � is a constant (that does not depend on i). By (36),

bpX
i2I

bxi� = �bpX
i2I
wi = �bpW

Since
P
i2I bxi� =W �G+

P
j2J bzj ,

� = 1� bpGbpW (37)

By (36) and (37), bpbxi� = bpwi � bpG bpwibpW (38)

Since bpbxi = bpwi � bpb� i (39)

we have

bpb� i = bpwibpW bpG�
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Proof of Proposition 3.

As shown in the computational Appendix, VP condition for the model with proportional

capital and labor taxes can be writen as:

�1Uc11p1

�
R1k11 + w1T11 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)R2

T12

�
�2Uc21p2

�
R1k21 + w1T21 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)R2

T22

� = �1Uc11p1

�
R1k11 + w1T11 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)R2

T12

�
+�1

�2Uc21p2

�
R1k21 + w1T21 +

(1��n)w2
(1��k)R2

T22

�
+�2

(40)

where �i represent the price and tax e¤ects of a change in the endowments of agent i, namely:

�i =

�
@R1
@ki1

ki1 +
@R1
@Ti1

Ti1 +
@R1
@Ti2

Ti2

�X
j

�jpjUcj1kj1

+

�
@w1
@ki1

ki1 +
@w1
@Ti1

Ti1 +
@w1
@Ti2

Ti2

�X
j

�jpjUcj1nj1

+

24ki1@ (1��
n)w2

(1��k)R2

@ki1
+ Ti1

@ (1��
n)w2

(1��k)R2

@Ti1
+ Ti2

@ (1��
n)w2

(1��k)R2

@Ti2

35X
j

�jpjUcj1nj2

�

24ki1@ 1

(1��k)R2

@ki1
+ Ti1

@ 1

(1��k)R2

@Ti1
+ Ti2

@ 1

(1��k)R2

@Ti2

35X
j

�jpjUcj1cj2

As shown in the appen�x, the price and tax e¤ects can be simpli�ed to:

�i = 
�Y2 [� (�k � �n) + �n]
pi [R1ki1 + w1Ti1]

R1K1 + w1N1
+ (41)

(� � 1) �
�
�iki1
K1

� �iTi1
N1

�X
j

�jucj1

��
�jkj1
K1

� �jnj1
N1

�
Y1 +

�
�jkj2
K2

� �jnj2
N2

(1� �n)
(1� �k)

�
K2

�

Assume that G2 = 0, in which case �k = �n = 0 is a feasible solution to the government

problem. We now show that �i = 0 for i = 1; 2 at zero taxes. First, it is clear that the last

term of (??), corresponding to the e¤ects on social welfare of a change in the endowments
through changes in taxes, is equal to zero if �k = �n = 0. Second, since the allocation at zero

taxes are Pareto optimal, we have that �1Uci1 = �2Uc21 = g1 at the Negishi weights, which are

also the VP weights by Proposition 2. Consequently, the �rst term of (??), corresponding to
the e¤ects on social welfare of a change in the endowents through a change in prices becomes:

(� � 1) �
�
�iki1
K1

� �iTi1
N1

�
g1
X
j

��
�jkj1
K1

� �jnj1
N1

�
Y1 +

�
�jkj2
K2

� �jnj2
N2

�
K2

�
= 0

where the last equality follows directly from the de�nitions of K1, K2, N1 and N2. This

implies that �i = 0 for i = 1; 2 at zero taxes. Third, if the price and tax e¤ects are equal to

zero, the left and right hand side of the VP condition equalize and zero taxes are zero taxes

are therefore VP.�
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